
Canada is known as “the True North strong and free”. Follow the
instructions below to make your own compass that points you north!

Materials:
❄ Magnet
❄ Sewing needle
❄ Sponge pieces
❄ Bowl
❄ Water
❄ Marker

Instructions:
1. Fill a shallow bowl with some warm water.
2. Take one of the sponge pieces and colour it with a marker - this will help

you identify which end of the compass is pointing in which direction!

3. Take the sewing needle and place it on a flat surface in front of you so that
the pointy end faces away from you.



4. Put your finger on the loop of the sewing needle.
5. Pick up the magnet with your other hand.

6. Pass the magnet over the needle in one direction.



7. Swipe the magnet over the needle in the direction you’ve chosen at least 50
times.

8. Place a sponge piece on each end of the sewing needle to help it float in the
water bowl. Be careful not to poke yourself!



9. Place the needle with the sponges on the ends in the bowl of water, and
watch your needle spin!

10. Compare it to a compass on a phone - does one end of your needle point
north? If it doesn’t, take it out of the water and pass the magnet over it, in
the same direction as before, 50 more times.

Fun Facts:
❄ Passing the magnet over the sewing needle pulls all of the electrons in the

metal of the sewing needle face and spin the same way. The electrons
create a magnetic difference in the sewing needle, which responds to the
poles in the earth.

❄ This is how compasses used to be made! People used to pass lodestone (a
type of rock that naturally has a magnetic charge) over iron needles.

❄ “O Canada”, with the lyric “the True North strong and free”, did not
become the official national anthem until 1980.


